About Us
We love to tell stories and capture emotions through our images.
We are creative, fun and friendly. Our goal is to build a lifetime relationship with
you.
We have more than 10 years of experience and we have captured hundreds of
maternity sessions.
Our goal is to capture these unique memories in a special way that you and
your family will cherish for a lifetime.
We use special ligthing techniques and equipement to create the most artistic
pictures.
We have developped a set of unique post-processing techniques that allow us to
produce striking images.

Package One / $350
Digital Basic

+ Up to 60 minutes in studio or Cuesta Park.
+ Online gallery with all pictures for preview.
+ 10 photos individually touched-up, selected from more than one hundred pictures during the session.
+ Soft copy for 10 edited images to be downloaded from our website.
+ Prints and additionnal images can be purchased “A La Carte”.

Package Two / $450
Digital Plus

+ Up to 90 minutes at the location of your choice (travel fee might apply if more than 15 miles away from Mountain View).
+ Online gallery with all pictures for preview.
+ 20 photos individually touched-up, selected from more than one hundred pictures during the session.
+ Soft copy for 15 edited images to be downloaded from our website.
+ Prints and additionnal images be purchased “A La Carte”.

Package Three / $790
Fine Art

+ One hour in Studio and one hour in Cuesta Park, or 2 hours at the location of your choice.
+ up to 30 photos individually touched-up, select from more than one hundred pictures during the session.
+ all images on USB drive in beautiful case with photo wrapped cover
+ 8x10 flush mount photo book or canvas print or metal print

Gift Certificates

+A unique gift idea: offer a custom Gift Certificate to capture beautiful memories
+Gift Certificate are printed with metallic finish and include a custom message from you.

Timeline / $900
+ 3, 6, 9 months and after birth sessions.
(includes $350 maternity session & $350 newborn session)

A La Carte
+Kodak Endura Archival Photo Paper, with matte or glossy finish.
wallets (set of 8) $8
4x6			$5
5x7			$10
8x10			$25
16x20			$80
24x36			$140
30x40			$160
+Metallic Prints: stunning prints on aluminium: durable, waterproof, luminescent and vibrant.
8x10			$70
12x18			$100
16x20			$150
24x36			$440
30x40			$550
40x60			$1050
+ Canvas Prints, wrapped around wood frame, with UV coating and ready to hang.
12x16 		$100
16x20 		$130
18x24 		$160
24x36 		$250
30x40 		$300
32x48 		$375
+ All pictures in high resolution digital negative: $175 (download only)/$200 (USB flash drive)

Guidelines for your session
Maternity sessions are usually best taken between 28 to 36 weeks.
+Keep your attire simple to allow focus on you and your belly. Form fitting clothes are best.
Your clothes should be free of logos, pictures, writing and complex patterns.
Black, white and mid-toned pastels photograph beautifully when converted in Black and white.
Beware of wearing items that constrict your skin leaving behind marks. E.g. socks, waistbands.
+Blouse / Shirts
A buttoned down (white) blouse/shirt (soft, flowing, drapery fabrics/linen) works well too.
Fitted and cropped blouses are great for showing off your belly.
A tank top or T-shirt that is tight fitting for covering your top and exposing your belly.
+Pants/skirts
Jeans, slacks, drawstring pants, soft skirts. Linen and other fabrics that drape look feminine and soft.
Wraps that drape and can work as long skirts or can be used to cover parts of you can be very pretty.
Your pants/jeans/skirts should not have maternity panels – they do no photograph well.
Instead, wear regular pants that can pull down under your belly. Button fly jeans work very well.
+For Him
Try to coordinate with each other. Have him bring dark (i.e. black) and light (i.e. white) colors.
+Hair & Make Up
Make -up - should be classic and clean. Finger and toenails groomed. Hair loose is best…
+Props
Ultrasound picture, newborn shoes, stuffed animals, newborn book...

info@creativeshot.com
www.creativeshot.com
650-265-7080
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